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Reading and Stack Areas:
Dimensions: 59' x 134', sloping from 19' to 32' high, with adjacent 40' wide x 9' high areas along side and end
Shelving: 2' wide back-to-back units in 4'-0", 5'-6" and 7'-6" heights; aisles = 3'-4" wide between stacks
Lighting: (34) F106-T124-S-02-2-V0-0 (2') T5HO uplights spaced 7' o.c. at 12' a.f.f.; 3032-T128-X-99-T-XX-0 (4')
and 3032-T228-X-99-T-0 (8') T5 stack lights with ADE37990 end plates, integral occupancy sensors
and step-dim ballasts, in 8', 12' and 16' rows supported by VES/VER cables and VC3 cantilevers
Estimated illuminance: 33 fcai vertical on shelving, 13 fcai on ceiling and 52 fcai on floor in perimeter areas
Estimated power densities: Style 3032 = 0.27 W/sf of peaked area and 1.22 W/sf of
			
perimeter stack areas; Style F106 = 0.12 W/sf of peaked area

elliptipar Style 3032 Stack Light; F106 Ovalinear®
Gilroy, located in southern Silicon
Valley, has a long agricultural history.
Local farm products progressed from
Spanish colonial cattle and tallow
to today’s row crops, strawberries,
mushrooms, and wineries. Gilroy
Foods processes more garlic than
any other factory in the world,
prompting an annual festival.

Style 3032 with
Convex endplates

Gilroy Library recently opened
its new 55,000 sq. ft. building,
completed $3 million under budget
and without any state funding. A
design emphasizing space and light,
punctuated with an arboreal décor,
makes a very fitting statement in
light of all of its eco-friendly features.
Automated mixed-mode ventilation,
solar panels, light tubes, occupancy
and motion sensors for lighting, thick
exterior walls, permeable pavers to
limit runoff, and 80% recycling of
the previous building all contributed
to a project submitted for LEED
certification.
The elliptipar Style 3032 Stack Light
provides a 6% uplight component
from a single 28W T5 cross-section.
Slotted openings on top of the
extruded housing block direct views
of the light source, allowing fixtures
to be used even where elevated
balcony sightlines occur. A variable
width cross baffle redirects light that
would otherwise fall onto the floor
toward the lower shelves, enhancing
uniformity.

The Style 3032 is Cradle to
Cradle Certified , designating
environmental safety and
reusability in component
parts.
CM

Cradle to Cradle Certified CM is a certification mark licensed by the
Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute.

Modified VC3 cantilevers are coordinated
with 5'-6" and 7'-6" shelving heights. A
continuous mounting track on top of the
Style 3032 extrusion allows rows consisting
of 4' and 8' fixtures to be centered along aisle
lengths that are based on 3' shelving modules.
VES/VER aircraft cables are used in areas
with lower 4'-0" shelving, where cantilever
posts would have been impractical.
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